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We consider the effects on big bang nucleosynthesis~BBN! of the radiative decay of a long-lived massive
particle. If high-energy photons are emitted after the BBN epoch (t;12103 sec), they may change the
abundance of the light elements through photodissociation processes, which may result in a significant dis-
crepancy between standard BBN and observation. Taking into account recent observational and theoretical
developments in this field, we revise our previous study constraining the abundance of the radiatively decaying
particles. In particular, on the theoretical side it was recently claimed that the nonthermal production of6Li,
which is caused by the photodissociation of4He, most severely constrains the abundance of the radiatively
decaying particle. We will see however, that it is premature to emphasize the importance of the nonthermal
production of6Li because~i! the theoretical computation of the6Li abundance has a large uncertainty due to
the lack of a precise understanding of the6Li production cross section, and~ii ! the observational data of the
6Li abundance has large errors.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevD.63.103502 PACS number~s!: 98.80.Cq, 26.35.1c, 98.80.Ft

I. INTRODUCTION

Big bang nucleosynthesis~BBN! is one of the most im-
portant tools used to probe the early universe. Because it is
very sensitive to the condition of the universe from 1022 sec
to 1012 sec, we can indirectly check the history of the uni-
verse and impose constraints on hypothetical particles by
observational light element abundances.

There are many models of modern particle physics be-
yond the standard model, e.g., supergravity or superstring
theory, which predict unstable massive particles with masses
of O ~100 GeV!, such as the gravitino, Polonyi field, moduli,
and so on. They have long lifetimes because their interac-
tions are suppressed by inverse powers of the gravitational
scale. Consequently, these exotic particles may decay at
about the BBN epoch (T&1 MeV). If the massive particles
radiatively decay, the emitted high-energy photons induce
the electromagnetic cascade process. If the decay occurs af-
ter the BBN starts, the light elements would be destroyed by
the cascade photons and their abundances would be changed
significantly. Comparing the theoretically predicted light el-
ement abundances with the observational ones, we can im-
pose constrains on the energy density, the mass, and the life-
time of the parent massive particle@1–3#.1 In particular,
Holtmann and the present authors@3# performed the maxi-
mum likelihood analysis including both theoretical and ob-
servational errors and obtained the precise constraints.

After Ref. @3# was published, several new observational
data of light elements were reported. As for the4He abun-
dance, it was still unclear whether the observational value of
the primordial 4He mass fractionY is low (;0.234) @9,10#
or high (;0.244) @11#. However, Fields and Olive consid-
ered the HeI absorption effect and reanalyzed the data@12#
and obtained a relatively middle value ofY (;0.238). On
the other hand, as for the primordial D/H, although low val-
ues of D/H (;1025) @13# had been measured and regarded
as the primordial abundance, a relatively high value of D/H
(;1024) was claimed again by Tytleret al. in the high red-
shift quasistellar object~QSO! absorption systems@14#. In
their paper they stressed that while the data may be inad-
equate to definitely conclude it to be of a precise value, there
is still a possibility of the high D/H.

On the theoretical side it was recently claimed that the
severest constraint on the radiatively decaying particle may
be from the nonthermal production of6Li, which is a sec-
ondary 6Li production due to the background4He and the
energetic T or3He produced by the4He photodissociation.2

However, the observational data of the primordial compo-
nent of 6Li has large uncertainties. In addition, precise ex-
perimental data for the nuclear cross sections are not avail-
able. Therefore, it is unclear how important the nonthermal
6Li production is once we take account of these uncertain-
ties.

With these new developments in theory and observation,
we revise the previous constraint on the radiative decay of

1There have been many articles concerning BBN and long-lived
massive particles; see@4,5# for hadronic decaying particles,@6# for
residual annihilations, and@7,8# for decaying neutrinos.

2Such a possibility of the secondary process had already been
pointed out by the earlier works for hadronic decaying particles@5#.
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long-lived particles. We obtain the photon spectrum by solv-
ing the Boltzmann equation numerically@2#. In addition, we
perform the Monte Carlo simulation which includes both the
experimental and theoretical errors. Then, we estimate the
confidence levels by performing the maximum likelihood
method including both the theoretical and the observational
errors.

This paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II we briefly
review the current status of the observational data. In Sec. III
we introduce the formulations for the photodissociation and
nonthermal6Li production. In Sec. IV we compare the the-
oretical predictions with the observations. Section V is de-
voted to conclusions.

II. OBSERVATIONAL LIGHT ELEMENT ABUNDANCES

Here we summarize the current status of the observational
light element abundances. The primordial D/H is measured
in the high redshift QSO absorption systems. Recently new
deuterium data was obtained from observation of QSO HS
010511619 at z5 2.536@16#. It was found that the cloud is
neutral and has a simple structure. Five Lyman series transi-
tions caused by D and H were observed there. The reported
value of the deuterium abundance was relatively low,
(D/H)obs5(2.5460.23)31025. Combined with the previ-
ous ‘‘low D’’ data which were obtained by the clouds at z5
3.572 towards Q 193721009 and at z5 2.504 towards Q
100912956 @13#, the primordial abundance is obtained as

low D:~D/H!obs5~3.060.4!31025. ~1!

We call this value ‘‘low D.’’ On the other hand, Webbet al.
observed a high deuterium abundance in relatively low red-
shift absorption systems at z5 0.701 towards Q 171814807
@17#,

high D:~D/H!obs5~2.060.5!31024. ~2!

Tytler et al. @14# also observed the clouds independently and
obtained the similar value. Since Webbet al. and Tytler
et al. did not obtain the full spectra of the Lyman series in
their observations, the precise fitting of D/H based on the
‘‘high D’’ data might be inadequate. However, the possibil-
ity of ‘‘high D’’ have not been excluded yet. Therefore, we
also consider the possibility of ‘‘high D’’ and include it in
our analysis.

For 3He, we use the presolar measurements. In this paper,
we do not rely upon models of galactic and stellar chemical
evolution because of the large uncertainty in extrapolating
back to the primordial abundance. But it is reasonable to
assume that3He/D is an increasing function of the cosmic
time, because D is the most fragile isotope and is always
destroyed whenever3He is destroyed. Using the solar sys-
tem data reanalyzed by Geiss@18#,

r 3,2,(
obs [~3He/D!(

obs50.59160.536, ~3!

where( denotes the presolar abundance. We take this to be
an upper bound on the primordial3He to D ratior 3,2

obs,

r 3,2
obs<r 3,2,(

obs . ~4!

Although in the standard scenario the theoretical prediction
satisfies the above constraint,4He photodissociation pro-
duces both D and3He and can raise the3He to D ratio@19#.
Hence, we include this constraint into our analysis.

The primordial 4He mass fractionY is inferred from ob-
servation of recombination lines from the low metallicity
extragalactic HII regions. Since4He is produced with the
oxygen in stars, the primordial value is obtained to regress to
the zero metallicity O/H→0 for the observational data. Re-
cently, Fields and Olive@12# reanalyzed the data including
the HeI absorption effect and they obtained

Yobs50.2386~0.002!stat6~0.005!syst, ~5!

where the first error is the statistical uncertainty and the sec-
ond error is the systematic one. We adopt the above value as
the observationalY.

The primordial 7Li/H is observed in the Pop II old halo
stars. We adopt the recent measurements by Bonifacio and
Molaro @20#

log10@~
7Li/H !obs#529.766~0.012!stat6~0.05!syst

6~0.3!add . ~6!

Here we have added the additional uncertainty for fear that
the 7Li in halo stars might have been supplemented~by pro-
duction in cosmic ray interactions! or depleted~in stars! @21#.

It is much more difficult to observe the primordial com-
ponent of6Li because6Li is so much rarer than7Li. Unfor-
tunately, enough data have not been obtained to find the
‘‘Spite plateau’’ of 6Li. However, we can set an upper bound
on 6Li/ 7Li, since it is generally believed that the evolution of
6Li is dominated by the production through p,a-C,N,O cos-
mic ray spallation~reactions of cosmic rays with the inter-
stellar medium!. Intrinsically the models of the nucleosyn-
thesis through the cosmic ray spallation were motivated to
simultaneously agree with the whole observational Li-Be-B
abundances@22–24#. On the other hand, recently it was
claimed that the observational6Li abundance in halo stars is
too abundant from the point of view of the cosmic ray energy
if 9Be is fit by the model of the cosmic ray metal@25#.
Therefore, there seems to be some uncertainties in the mod-
els of the cosmic ray spallation. In this situation, however, at
least it would be safe to assume that6Li abundance increases
as the metallicity increases. Today we observe only the6Li
to 7Li ratio in low-metallicity (@Fe/H# <22.0) halo stars
@26#,

r 6,7,halo
obs [~6Li/ 7Li !halo

obs 50.0560.02. ~7!

We take this value as an upper bound on the primordial value
r 6,7

obs,

r 6,7
obs<r 6,7,halo

obs . ~8!
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III. PHOTODISSOCIATION AND NONTHERMAL
PRODUCTION OF 6Li

A. Photodissociation

In order to discuss the effect of high-energy photons on
BBN, we need the shape of the photon spectrum induced by
the primary high-energy photons from the decay of the mas-
sive particleX. In the thermal bath~mixture of photonsgBG,
electronseBG

2 , and nucleonsNBG), high energy photons lose
their energy by the following cascade processes: double-
photon pair creation (g1gBG→e11e2); photon-photon
scattering (g1gBG→g1g); pair creation in nuclei (g
1NBG→e11e21N); Compton scattering (g1eBG

2 →g
1e2); inverse Compton scattering (e61gBG→e61g). In
this study we numerically solved the Boltzmann equation
including the above processes, and obtained the distribution
function of photons,f g(Eg).

The cascade photons induce the photodissociation of the
light elements, which modifies the result of standard BBN
~SBBN!. The evolutions of the light nuclei abundances are
governed by the following Boltzmann equation:

dnN

dt
13HnN5FdnN

dt G
SBBN

2nN(
N8

E dEgsNg→N8~Eg! f g~Eg!

1(
N9

nN9E dEgsN9g→N~Eg! f g~Eg!,

~9!

where nN is the number density of the nucleiN, and
@dnN /dt#SBBN denotes the SBBN contribution to the Boltz-
mann equation. In Table I we list the photodissociation pro-
cesses included in our computation. In this study the model

parameters are the baryon to photon ratio (h), the lifetime of
X (tX), the mass ofX (mX), and the yield variableYX of X
after electron-positron annihilation,

YX5nX /ng , ~10!

whereng is the number density of the photon.3 In this paper
we assume thatX decays only into photons, i.e.,mXYX cor-
responds toDrg /ng . Then, the photodissociation rates de-
pend on the combinationmXYX which characterizes the
amount of the energy of the injected photonsDrg as far as
mX is much larger than 20 MeV@35#.

B. Nonthermal 6Li production

As pointed out by Jedamzik@15#, both T and 3He are
produced through the photodissociation of4He,

4He1g→H n13He,

p1T.
~11!

They are still energetic and have enough kinetic energies to
produce6Li through the following processes with the back-
ground 4He:

T14He→6Li1n, ~12!

3He14He→6Li1p, ~13!

until they are stopped by the ionization loss through the
plasma excitation in the electromagnetic plasma. The thresh-
old energy of the6Li production is E63He

th
54.03 MeV for

3Note that in Ref.@3#, YX5nX /ng is defined before electron-
positron annihilation (e1e2 ann.!. Then they have a relationship
YXuaftere1e2ann.5

4
11YXubeforee1e2ann..

TABLE I. List of photodissociation processes, and the 1-s uncertainty in the cross sections. Since there
are no experimental data on photodissociation of7Be, we assume that the rate, threshold, and uncertainty for
reaction 13 is the same as for reaction 11, and the rate for reaction 14 is the sum of the rates for reactions 10
and 12.

Photodissociation reactions 1-s uncertainty Threshold energy Ref.

1. D1g→p1n 6% 2.2 MeV @27#

2. T1g→n1D 14% 6.3 MeV @28,29#
3. T1g→p12n 7% 8.5 MeV @29#

4. 3He1g→p1D 10% 5.5 MeV @30#

5. 3He1g→n12p 15% 7.7 MeV @30#

6. 4He1g→p1T 4% 19.8 MeV @30#

7. 4He1g→n1 3He 5% 20.6 MeV @31,32#
8. 4He1g→p1n1D 14% 26.1 MeV @33#

9. 6Li1g→anything 4% 5.7 MeV @34#

10. 7Li1g→2n1anything 9% 10.9 MeV @34#

11. 7Li1g→n1 6Li 4% 7.2 MeV @34#

12. 7Li1g→ 4He1anything 9% 2.5 MeV @34#

13. 7Be1g→p1 6Li 4%
14. 7Be1g→ anything except6Li 9%
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3He, andE6T
th 54.80 MeV for T. Then, the abundance of6Li

produced through the nonthermal~NT! process in Eq.~12! is
governed by

Fdn6Li

dt
G

NT

5n4HeE
E4

th
14E6

th

`

dEgs4He(g,p)T~Eg! f g~Eg!

3E
E6

th

(Eg2E4
th)/4

n4HesT(a,n)6Li~E!S dE

dxD 21

dE,

~14!

wheren6Li(n4He) denotes the number density of6Li( 4He).
s4He(g,p)T(Eg) is the cross section of the4He photodissocia-
tion, E4

th is the threshold energy of the photodissociation pro-
cess,f g(Eg) is the photon spectrum which is obtained by
solving the Boltzmann equation, andsT(a,n)6Li(E) is the
cross section of the process in Eq.~12!. dE/dx denotes the
rate of the ionization loss while the charged particle T is
running a distancedx in the electromagnetic plasma. The
rate of the ionization loss is expressed by@36#

dE

dx
5

Z2a

b2
vp

2 lnS Lmeb
2

vp
D , ~15!

wherevp
2 is the plasma frequency (54pnea/me), ne is the

electron number density,me is electron mass,Z is the charge,
L;O(1) is a constant andb is the velocity. The effect of
the process~13! is described by replacing the suffix T with
3He in Eq.~14!.

We include the above two processes of the nonthermal
6Li production in BBN code and compute the6Li abun-
dance. In the computation we adopt the experimental cross
sectionsT(a,n)6Li53561.4 mb @37# commonly for the two
processes. Because we have only one data point at the kinetic
energyET528 MeV in the laboratory system, we assume
that the cross section is constant for the whole energy region
and neglect its energy dependence. Then, we integrate the
second factor in Eq.~14! up to a high energy. One can easily
find that there exists a serious problem in this procedure if it
is compared to the case of the original photodissociation
where the photodissociation rates steeply decrease as the en-
ergy increases. Because we have the experimental data for
the 4He photodissociation rates only up to about 100 MeV
for the photon energy@31–33#, we should interpolate the
photodissociation rates in a high-energy region because of
the mild dumping of the integrand. Then, the integration has
a large uncertainty (;20%) when we change the upper limit
of the integration from 500 MeV to 1 GeV.4 Therefore, in

this situation we adopt a 20% error for the nonthermal6Li
production rates and perform the Monte Carlo simulation
which includes them.5

C. Constraint from cosmic microwave background

In addition to the photodissociation process, there also
exists another constraint. A radiative decay process releases
a net photon energy into the electromagnetic plasma. The
emitted photons should be thermalized soon, otherwise the
photon spectrum deviates from the blackbody, which contra-
dicts the observation of the cosmic microwave background
~CMB! @38#. This leads to the following constraints:

mXYX&2.0310212 GeVS tX

1010 sec
D 1/2

, ~16!

for m distortion @1.83106 sec (VBh2/0.02)2/3&tX&2.3
3109 sec (VBh2/0.02)#, and

mXYX&1.9310212 GeVS tX

1010 sec
D 1/2

, ~17!

for y distortion @2.33109 sec (VBh2/0.02)&tX
&1012 sec#.

IV. COMPARISON WITH OBSERVATIONAL LIGHT
ELEMENT ABUNDANCES

In Fig. 1 we plot the theoretically predicted6Li to 7Li
ratio ([r 6,7

th ) in (tX , mXYX) plane. The solid line represents
the model parameters which predict the observational mean
value ofr 6,7

th and the dashed line denotes the observational 2-
s upper bound. From the figure, one may think that the mean
value of the theoretical prediction constrainsmXYX severely.
We should bear in mind, however, that the theoretical pre-
diction has a large uncertainty which comes from the errors
of the production rates, and in addition the observational
constraint also has a large error. To take account of these
uncertainties systematically, we performed the maximum
likelihood analysis@3# including both the theoretical and the
observational errors. Here we assumed that the theoretical
predictions of (D/H)th, Yth, log10@(7Li/H) th#, r 3,2

th

5(3He/D)th, andr 6,7
th obey the Gaussian probability distribu-

tion functions ~p.d.f.’s! with the widths given by the 1-s
errors. Concerning the observational values, (D/H)obs, Yobs,
and log10@(7Li/H) obs# are assumed to obey the Gaussian
p.d.f.’s while we treatr 3,2

obs and r 6,7
obs as non-Gaussian vari-

ables@3#.
In Fig. 2 we plot the results of thex2 fitting by using the

method of the maximum likelihood analysis. The solid
~dashed! line denotes the low D~high D! constraint. The

4In addition, there may be another larger uncertainty which comes
from the differences of the method for the interpolation because we
do not know the correct shape of the cross sections. In this case, the
obtained constraint would be weaker.

5If the cross sectionsT(a,n)6Li decreases at a high energy like
other nuclear interactions, the6Li production is less important. As
shown later, the resultant constraint is not changed even if we ne-
glect the6Li production.
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dotted line denotes the upper bound from the CMB con-
straint. In the figure, the region below the lines is consistent
with the observations. The constraint from the CMB is al-
most always weaker than that from BBN. The main feature
of the difference between high D and low D is that the low D
constraint is severer than high D for a relatively long lifetime
case (tX*33106 sec). That is because the high D con-
straint modestly allows for the overproduction of3He ac-
companying the4He photodissociation. On the other hand,
the high D constraint is more stringent for shorter lifetimes
since the D dissociation is more important than the4He pho-
todissociation.

The obtained upper bound does not change our earlier
results as much@3#. It became slightly weaker because we
included theh dependence for the photodissociation rates
(G}1/h) in this analysis.6 We find that the nonthermally
produced 6Li mildly contributes to the bound.7 The main
reason is that both the theoretical computation and observa-
tional data have very large uncertainties which amount to
about 30–40 %.

Assuming that the parent massive particle is the gravitino
and that it dominantly decays into a photon and a photino
(c3/2→g̃1g), the lifetime t3/2 is related to the gravitino
massm3/2 as

t3/2.43105 sec3~m3/2/1 TeV!23. ~18!

Assuming that the gravitino is produced through the ther-
mal scattering in the reheating process after inflation,8 we
relate the abundanceY3/25n3/2/ng of the gravitino with the
reheating temperatureTR @2#,

Y3/2.1.13102113~TR/1010 GeV!. ~19!

In Fig. 3 we plot the upper bound on the reheating tempera-
ture after inflation at 95% C.L. as a function of the gravitino
mass. Here we can read off the constraint by using the rela-
tionship of the scaling,Drg /ng5 1

2 m3/2Y3/2(5mXYX) be-
cause we assumedX decays into two photons. From the fig-
ure we can obtain the upper bound on the reheating
temperature

m3/25100 GeV ~t3/2.43108 sec!:TR&13107 GeV,

m3/251 TeV ~t3/2.43105 sec!:TR&13109 GeV,

6The h dependence is understood as follows. The soft photons
produced in the electromagnetic cascade scatter off the background
electrons and nucleons and lose their energy. Thus the number den-
sity of soft photons with energy larger than the threshold decreases
as a scattering rate which is proportional toh. Therefore, the pho-
todissociation rates are proportional to 1/h.

7Tritium is unstable with a lifetimetT55.6143108 sec, and
decays into 3He whose charge is two. Thus, because3He is
prone to stop ping much easier than T by the ionization loss,
we might overestimate the6Li production in parameter re-
gions where the stopping timetstop5*E

0(dE/dt)21dE.2.5
3109sec(T/eV)23(E/MeV)3/2 is longer than the lifetime of tritium,
i.e., for T&1.7 eV. Therefore, at a long lifetimetX*531011 sec,
our constraint might become weaker by about a factor of two. How-
ever, it is expected that the effect would not change the result sig-
nificantly because the3He overproduction gives a severer constraint
there.

8Although these days it was claimed that gravitinos are also pro-
duced in the preheating epoch nonthermally@39–41#, we do not
consider such processes here because there are some ambiguities on
the estimations and they depend on various model parameters. If the
nonthermal production is effective, however, the obtained con-
straint might be more severe.

FIG. 1. Plot of6Li to 7Li ratio in (tX , mXYX) plane for various
baryon to photon ratio (h5nB /ng) in ~a! h52310210, ~b! h54
310210, ~c! h55310210, and ~d! h56310210. The solid line
denotes the observational mean value of6Li/ 7Li and the dashed line
denotes the observational 2-s upper bound.

FIG. 2. Plot of the contour of the confidence level in (tx ,mXYX)
plane. The solid~dashed! line denotes the 95% C.L. for low D~high
D! projected on anh axis. The dotted line denotes the upper bound
which comes from CMB constraint.
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m3/253 TeV ~t3/2.13104 sec!:TR&931011 GeV,
~20!

at 95% C.L.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper we have studied the effects on primordial
nucleosynthesis of the radiative decay of a long-lived mas-
sive particleX using new observational data. We have also
considered the nonthermal6Li production caused by ener-

getic T and3He produced by the4He photodissociation. We
obtained the photon spectrum through the electromagnetic
cascade process by solving a set of Boltzmann equations
numerically. In addition, to estimate the theoretical errors we
performed Monte Carlo simulation including the theoretical
uncertainties which come from those of nuclear reaction
rates. To obtain the degree of agreements between theory and
observation, we performed the maximum likelihood method
and thex2 fitting including both the observational and theo-
retical errors.

As a result we have obtained the upper bound on the
abundancemXYX as a function of its lifetimetX . The result
does not change our previous works significantly. This is
because the theoretical and observational errors for6Li are
significantly large, and it contributes to the constraints more
weakly than the3He overproduction accompanying the4He
photodissociation. Therefore, we have concluded that it is
premature to emphasize the importance of the nonthermal
production of 6Li.

We have also applied the results obtained by a generic
radiatively decaying particle to gravitinoc3/2, and we have
got the upper bound on the reheating temperature after pri-
mordial inflation as a function of the mass,TR&107

2109 GeV for m3/25100 GeV–1 TeV~95% C.L.!.
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